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VISION

To position and keep the faculty of Industrial Engineering at the Libre University as a leader in the promotion, innovation and career development in Colombia. Using as main tool the teachings and goals set by IIE and participating in different organized activities.

MISSION

Through a solid team, participate actively in order to contribute in the improvement of the quality of education provided by the Faculty of Engineering of Libre University and promote it nationally and internationally for its innovation in tools and the lessons provided by IIE.
In HALLOWEEN IIE members and some students collected more than 200 gifts to hand out at this date to underprivileged children.

Weekly sessions conversational English course are made, considering that the chapter of the IIE Chapter Liberty # 728 sees important the management of the English language.
Activities

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

Postobon S.A.
The Quimbo Hydroelectric.

CORPOCHIVOR

Tractet S.A.

Bavaria S.A.

Chickens Bucanero

Sucroal
Activities

Training International IIE website

Training programming language SQL server

Training programming manufacturing cell

Excel Training
Activities

SketchUp basic course workshop

Course specialize in GEIO laboratory

Workshop Fischertechnik
Currently the Libre University has four sectionals that handle the industrial engineering program, IIE Chapter Liberty #728 decided to expand the chapter with students sectional in Cali, Barranquilla, Cúcuta and Bogotá, that as a result of the good management and commitment that students have with the IIE, the industrial engineering program and the Libre University, thanks to this, now the Chapter #728 is a national chapter that integrates a large number of students willing to contribute knowledge from different parts of the country.